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theodore thomas puck

September 24, 1916–November 6, 2005

By  david patterson

theodore puCk was one of those rare scientists who es-
sentially created a new discipline, somatic cell genetics. 

his work made possible much of modern mammalian cell 
molecular genetics. he devised the first practical method to 
accomplish single-cell plating of mammalian cells with a high 
(indistinguishable from 100 percent in some cases) plating 
efficiency (1955). What is not so widely recognized are his 
contributions to the more technical aspects of this discipline; 
for example, he and his colleagues designed and built the 
first really practical co2 incubators for growing mammalian 
cells as individual colonies (1962,2). the incubators we all 
currently use, although technologically much different from 
ted’s original design, are based on the principles that he 
established. 

ted’s lab was still building incubators when i arrived in 
1971, and in my experience these incubators worked bet-
ter than anything available to this day. he recognized early 
on the importance of devising well-defined, and hopefully 
completely defined, growth media for mammalian cells. he 
was certainly not the first to come to this realization, but 
he and his colleagues, especially richard ham and Gordon 
sato, were among the most successful (ham 1965; Barnes 
and sato, 1980). one result of these studies was ham’s f10 
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and later ham’s f12 media, which are still widely used. he 
established and characterized the chinese hamster ovary 
cell line k1 (cho-k1), which remains a mainstay of modern 
mammalian cell genetics and is widely used in academic labs 
and in many biotechnology companies because of its favor-
able growth characteristics and ease of use for many different 
kinds of experiments (puck, 1985). these innovations were 
critical for the success of somatic cell genetics. 

shortly after devising the single-cell plating technique, 
ted and his colleagues determined the mean lethal dose of 
X irradiation required to kill mammalian cells (1956,2). this 
experiment is widely recognized as one that revolutionized 
the field of radiation biology. it is also recognized as having 
a revolutionary effect on the use of radiation to treat cancer. 
another early contribution involved the definitive proof that 
humans have �6 chromosomes. clearly this was first shown 
by tjio and levan, but their results were not easily accepted 
(tjio and levan, 1956); for example, in 1958 a suggestion was 
made that humans could have �6, �7, or �8 chromosomes, 
and that caucasians and Japanese might differ in this regard 
(kodani, 1958). ted’s immediate recognition of the outstand-
ing nature of tjio and levan’s cytogenetic work led him to 
invite tjio to join the laboratory, where they made important 
contributions firmly demonstrating that �6 is indeed the cor-
rect number of human chromosomes (1958,1). he organized 
a seminal meeting in 1960 in denver that established the 
denver system of chromosome classification that is the basis 
for the methods still used today (1960,2). 

ted and his colleagues developed the first practical 
method for isolating auxotrophic mutants of cho-k1 cells 
(1967,2; 1968). his laboratory was one of the first to use 
somatic cell hybridization to map genes onto human chro-
mosomes and the first to identify different complementa-
tion groups among auxotrophic mutants with the same 
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nutritional requirements (glycine in this case) (1969,1,2). 
his laboratory was also one of the first to apply techniques 
of molecular biology to extend the resolution of mapping 
human chromosomes theoretically to any degree of resolu-
tion desired (1982). he was one of the first to recognize the 
relationship between structural components of the cell and 
regulation of gene activity, a phenomenon he called “gene 
exposure” (ashall et al., 1988). he also devised what may be 
the most sensitive assay for mutation using mammalian cells 
in existence (1997, 2002). he looked upon this as one of his 
most important scientific endeavors, one that he continued 
to pursue until his death. 

ted was elected to the national academy of sciences in 
1960 and the institute of medicine in 197�. he garnered 
numerous awards in his life, including the lasker award in 
health science in 1958, a distinguished professorship of the 
american cancer society in 1966, the e. B. Wilson medal of 
the american society for cell Biology in 198�, the Bonfils-
stanton foundation award in science in 198�, and many 
others. unfortunately he was never awarded the nobel prize, 
which i and many others are convinced he deserved.

ted was born in 1916 in chicago. he remained in chi-
cago—with the exception of a one-year stay in Gary, indiana, 
during his childhood—throughout his education, including 
his ph.d. training with James franck, a nobel laureate in 
physics, at the university of chicago. early in his life he 
and his brother Bernard helped their father install asbestos 
insulation. at that time the dangers of asbestos were not 
known. tragically his brother died of mesothelioma, a form 
of lung cancer provoked by exposure to asbestos fibers. ted 
credits his brother’s death, which occurred after he started 
working on cancer, with giving him a more personal stake in 
his research. this experience probably also contributed to 
ted’s lifelong interest in environmental mutagens. indeed, 
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he was working on methods to detect environmental muta-
gens until he died. his goal was to develop a rapid, accurate, 
inexpensive, and simple method for detecting environmental 
mutagens so that exposure to them could be eliminated or 
minimized. 

ted was a dedicated family man who was extremely proud 
of the accomplishments of his wife, mary, who coauthored 
many publications on sex chromosome disorders with arthur 
robinson. they were married at the taos pueblo in new 
mexico, and had a home in santa fe, where his wife now 
resides. he was especially proud, and rightly so, of his three 
daughters, all m.d.s: Jennifer, stirling, and laurel. he died 
of complications from a fall on november 6, 2005.

James franck had a major influence on ted’s career. 
ted used to tell us that during World War ii, he had been 
recruited (it seemed more like drafted to him at the time) 
to work on the manhattan project and that professor franck 
not only advised against it but made sure that ted was not 
forced to work on the project. franck, who was involved in 
the manhattan project, eventually chaired a committee that 
issued what became known as the franck report, the official 
title being “report of the committee on political and so-
cial problems manhattan project ‘metallurgical laboratory’ 
university of chicago, June 11, 19�5” (http://www.dannen.
com/decision/franck.html). in this report the committee, 
which also included leo szilard (see below), urged the 
demonstration of the atom bomb at an uninhabited site 
rather than its use against Japan and predicted the arms 
race that later occurred. since this was a classified report, it 
is not likely that ted knew about it until later, but one can-
not help but speculate that ted’s relationship with franck 
helped shape his lifelong interest in the role of science in 
human society.
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during World War ii, ted stayed at the university of chi-
cago, where he worked in the laboratory of o. h. robertson in 
the department of medicine on problems related to aerosols 
and the spread of bacterial and viral infections through the 
air and on dust particles. he was also a member of the com-
mission on air-borne infections, army epidemiological Board, 
office of the surgeon General, and his work had relevance 
to the war effort. in this capacity he was remarkably produc-
tive, publishing over �0 manuscripts. this period heightened 
his interest in biological sciences, and he applied for and 
obtained a postdoctoral fellowship in the laboratory of max 
delbruck at the california institute of technology, where he 
developed his interest in genetics and in the application of 
physical principles to biological problems. he remained in 
delbruck’s lab for only one year. at that point he was suc-
cessfully recruited to establish and chair the department of 
Biophysics at the university of colorado medical school. he 
remained affiliated with the university of colorado for the 
rest of his life. he continued his work on bacteriophage until 
195�, publishing 1� papers, many of which made important 
contributions to understanding of phage-host interactions. 
at that point his career shifted into mammalian cell tissue 
culture and somatic cell genetics.

at this point i would like to comment on ted’s relation-
ship to leo szilard because this is a matter of some sensitiv-
ity. it is true that the nature of szilard’s involvement in the 
development of the feeder layer technology for single-cell 
growth of mammalian cells is a matter of some discussion, 
with the exact nature of the contribution being somewhat 
unclear (199�; marcus et al., 2006). What is often overlooked 
in these discussions of events in and around 195� and 1955 
is that the evidence shows that ted retained a deep respect 
and admiration for szilard; for example, szilard won the 1960 
award as humanist of the year from the american humanist 
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association. ted presented the award to szilard on behalf 
of the association and wrote an eloquent article extolling 
szilard’s scientific accomplishments as well as his accomplish-
ments as a humanitarian (1960,1). this piece closes with the 
statement, “if humanity is to survive this most threatening 
crisis of its history, something of szilard’s philosophy will 
have to become an accepted part of the universal attitude 
of mankind.” it is also a matter of public record that ted 
campaigned for szilard to receive the fermi award, a presi-
dential award for lifetime achievement in science.

In 1967 and 1968 Ted and his colleague Fa-Ten (“Louie”) 
Kao published their classic method for isolating auxotrophic 
mutants of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) (1967,2; 1968). 
David Gillespie, my Ph.D. thesis adviser at Brandeis University, 
thought that these were seminal papers in genetics and insisted 
that his students read them. Shortly after this, Ted gave a seminar 
at Harvard that I attended. Ted’s way of thinking about somatic 
cell genetics, his enthusiasm for science, and his optimism about 
the role of science in human society were incredibly impressive. 
David Gillespie strongly urged me to write to Ted about the 
possibility of joining his laboratory as a postdoctoral colleague, 
which I did. 

a few weeks later ted called me on the telephone and 
said he would like to meet with me. When i asked him where 
he was, he said, “i’m in a radcliffe dormitory room.” at the 
time i didn’t know, of course, that one of his daughters was 
attending radcliffe, and i was a little taken aback by this 
response. it was my first encounter with ted’s remarkable 
sense of humor. he was in town to give a talk at mit. We 
met before his seminar and discussed possible projects. 

We agreed that my project would be to isolate temperature-
sensitive mutants of cho-k1 cells, in the end a successful but 
somewhat limited accomplishment since at that time it was 
exceedingly difficult to determine the functional defects in 
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such mutants (patterson et al., 1976). meanwhile, ted and 
his colleagues louie kao, larry chasin, Bob Johnson, and 
others were developing crucial genetic methods of somatic 
cell genetics, most notably the use of various mutagens to 
induce mutations, somatic cell hybridization for complemen-
tation analysis of mutants defective in the same biochemi-
cal pathway, and mapping genes to human chromosomes 
(1969,2; kao and puck, 1971). ted encouraged me to take 
part in this ongoing endeavor, which was a turning point in 
my career (197�). 

ted suggested that i should study purine-requiring auxo-
trophs of cho-k1, a suggestion which in hindsight was a 
remarkably good one. this pathway had been well defined 
enzymatically largely by James Buchanan, Joseph Gots, 
and their colleagues, and consisted of 10 enzymatic steps. 
ted and his colleagues had isolated two complementation 
groups of cho-k1 purine auxotrophs, named adea and 
adeB. following the general strategy for somatic cell genet-
ics defined by ted and his colleagues, i set out to isolate 
additional complementation groups and to characterize the 
biochemical nature of the defects in the mutants. ted and 
i had numerous discussions about this project, often on 
saturday mornings, a time during which the distractions of 
the week were markedly reduced and a really good time to 
engage ted in scientific discussions. one particular experi-
ment was to determine which intermediates in the purine 
biosynthetic pathway accumulated in mutants representative 
of each complementation group by separating radioactively 
labeled intermediates using thin-layer chromatography. this 
experiment resulted in unambiguous ability to discriminate 
each complementation group biochemically, except ones 
so early in the pathway that they did not accumulate inter-
mediates. 
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on the saturday morning after i had obtained this result 
i brought it to ted, who instantly not only grasped its scien-
tific significance, but also its significance for my career. one 
comment he made was, “this experiment can make your 
career.” in many ways he was absolutely right. he suggested 
several additional experiments before believing that the 
results were suitable for publication, for example, inclusion 
of additional mutants that required a purine, a pyrimidine, 
and glycine (GAT− mutants) or that required a purine and 
a pyrimidine (AT−). While this was frustrating at the time, 
it proved to be excellent advice, and greatly improved the 
resulting manuscripts. 

the first manuscript was published in the Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Sciences with ted and louie kao as 
coauthors (197�). after this publication, ted insisted that i 
publish on my own or with students and postdocs from my 
own laboratory or other faculty members, even though includ-
ing him as an author would have been clearly justified. ted’s 
action allowed me to establish my scientific independence, 
an especially difficult task since ted offered me a position 
at the university of colorado, which i accepted. 

ted saw that my interests were becoming biochemical and 
introduced me to some of his colleagues in that area, includ-
ing seymour cohen and ernest Borek, both of whom had 
distinguished careers studying aspects of purine metabolism. 
seymour cohen introduced me to hplc, which at that time 
stood for “high pressure liquid chromatography,” but now 
stands for “high performance liquid chromatography.” it was 
quite a new technique at the time, and remains a mainstay 
of modern biochemistry. 

ted also insisted that i audit a medical genetics course 
taught by arthur robinson to medical students at the uni-
versity of colorado. arthur was a pediatrician in private 
practice in denver in the 1950s who took care of ted’s 
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daughters. soon ted had him working in the lab one day a 
week, and then giving up private practice to join the faculty 
of the department of Biophysics (robinson, 1990). shortly 
after joining ted’s department, ted, Jo hin tjio, and arthur 
published one of the first manuscripts describing a sex chro-
mosome abnormality in humans (1959). in 196� ted and 
arthur published a method for sex chromatin determination 
in newborns (robinson and puck, 196�). these publications 
enabled arthur to undertake a long-term analysis of the ef-
fects of sex chromosome anomalies on human development. 
arthur’s collaborator on 10 of these manuscripts was ted’s 
wife, mary puck. as ted often did, he chose not to coauthor 
these manuscripts, although it would have been well justi-
fied. this project continued until 1998, just two years before 
arthur’s death in 2000. ted and arthur published numerous 
manuscripts together and were colleagues and friends for 
almost 50 years. 

auditing arthur’s class was an incredibly valuable experi-
ence as i got to know arthur. We remained close friends until 
his death. scientifically, these lectures led to another major 
change in my career. as part of my studies on purine synthe-
sis, i undertook to map each of the genes encoding enzymes 
of the pathway to human chromosomes using somatic cell 
hybridization. one of these turned out to be on human chro-
mosome 21. through arthur’s course i had become familiar 
with down syndrome, or trisomy 21, and it became clear that 
the mapping of one of the complementation groups, adec, 
to chromosome 21, offered a major opportunity to attempt to 
define the genetic content of chromosome 21 and to try to 
understand down syndrome. ted, who had published work 
on down syndrome in 1965, enthusiastically supported this 
effort. in the early 1980s i applied for a project grant on down 
syndrome and was successful. however, the site visit report 
recommended that ted’s component be deleted. though i 
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dreaded the unpleasant task of telling ted the news, he took 
the news with equanimity and promised to remain available 
as an adviser to the project, which he did. 

ted assigned me to run the eleanor roosevelt institute 
seminar series. this became one of the premier seminar series 
at the medical school, largely because most of the speakers 
were ted’s friends and included many of the luminaries in 
molecular biology and biomedical research, including max 
perutz, fred sanger, francis crick, marshall nirenberg, 
paul Berg, ruth sager, lou siminovitch, phil marcus, and 
others of that stature. ted insisted that i act as their host, 
so i had many private interactions with them, much to my 
benefit and inspiration. importantly, ted also encouraged 
me to invite some of my scientific colleagues to visit. one in 
particular stands out, and that was david housman, a col-
league of mine in graduate school. this visit turned out to 
be quite significant. it led to a collaboration between ted 
and david resulting in a series of three publications establish-
ing methods to extend the resolution of somatic cell hybrid 
mapping to the molecular level and for isolation of clones 
of human dna from human and hamster hybrid cells (1979, 
1980, 1982). this method was widely used by many others, 
notably carol Jones, who continued a fruitful collaboration 
with david that lasted until 199�. again, ted chose not to 
be a coauthor after the first publications even though it 
would have been appropriate—to help carol establish her 
own independent laboratory. 

for his entire career ted believed that what we do as 
scientists is central to the human endeavor. not only did he 
believe this, he acted upon his beliefs in countless ways, some-
times at considerable risk to his career and reputation; for 
example, in 1955 ted along with ray lanier issued a public 
statement stating that aboveground radioactive testing being 
carried out at that time in nevada was resulting in radioactive 
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fallout in colorado that posed a health hazard. at this time 
ted had funding from the atomic energy commission, which 
rejected his claims about the dangers of radiation. a telling 
quote from ted was, “the trouble with airborne radioactive 
dust is that we breathe it into the lungs, where it may lodge 
in direct contact with living tissue.” (Los Angeles Times, mar. 
1�, 1955, p. 20). lanier, then director of the university of 
colorado’s radiology department, pointed out the absence 
of any “safe minimum below which danger to individuals 
or their unborn descendants disappears.” this statement is 
often credited with introducing the concept that there is no 
safe minimal dose of radiation. it was a prescient one, for 
decades later ted worked on this exact question, namely, 
demonstration that extremely small doses of X irradiation, 
perhaps only one or two times above the dose all of us receive 
from background radiation, can cause mutations (1997). at 
the time this controversy was occurring the debate focused 
on X rays or gamma rays. ted stressed that alpha and beta 
rays, especially from inhaled particles, might also cause 
health problems. this was another prescient statement. it 
is interesting that at that time ted was most likely working 
on the experiments resulting in his publication with philip 
marcus of the true lethal dose of X rays. many of ted’s early 
publications had dealt with aerosols, the spread of infections 
through the air and in dust, and ways to prevent these. he 
knew what he was talking about. 

the governor of colorado, edwin c. Johnson, responded 
by saying that puck and lanier “should be arrested” and that 
“the statements are part of an organized fright campaign” 
(miller, 1991). the atomic energy commission also weighed 
in, claiming that there was no cause for concern from fall-
out. of course, this position later changed, and atmospheric 
testing was stopped. 
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later it became clear that even low doses of alpha radia-
tion, the form released by radon, are causal for human can-
cers. almost 50 years later puck and his colleagues published 
a paper in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 
demonstrating the detection of mutations by extremely low 
doses of alpha radiation (2002). this manuscript also engen-
dered some public response, although not nearly so strident, 
and much of the response had to do with the demonstration 
in this manuscript that caffeine inhibited repair of alpha-
radiation-induced dna damage. in this manuscript ted 
warned against caffeine ingestion. personally, ted acted upon 
his findings and curtailed his intake of caffeine, something 
that he tried to convince me to do without any success. in 
that manuscript he also expressed his concept that mutation 
screening at low doses could be used to screen the environ-
ment for mutagenic agents, which then could be removed 
from the environment or protected against. he compared 
this to the use of sanitation to prevent infectious disease. 
he was fond of pointing out that sanitation was more im-
portant in reducing infectious disease deaths than the use 
of antibiotics. 

ted, as founder and chair of the department of Biophysics 
at the university of colorado medical center, instituted as 
one of the requirements of the ph.d. degree that students 
demonstrate “some appreciation of the social, humanistic, 
and philosophical implications of the scientific and techno-
logical explosions which are occurring in our time” (doc-
toral and postdoctoral training in Biophysics, university of 
colorado medical center). this requirement was certainly 
still in force for many years after i arrived in denver, and was 
taken quite seriously. if anything, ted’s belief in the crucial 
role of science in human history deepened as he grew older. 
he believed that the developed countries had an obligation 
to share the results of their scientific, and especially medi-
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cal, research with emerging countries and that this would 
be a powerful force for world peace. some considered this 
sentiment to be a bit of an overstatement, but not all. in 
an article in the Economist in 2002, “sustaining the poor’s 
development,” the argument was put forward that Western 
leaders could contribute to helping developing countries by 
focusing their aid on “the issue that is still most difficult for 
poor countries to deal with themselves, disease” (Economist, 
aug. �1, 2002, p. 11). 

in the late 1950s and early 1960s ted spearheaded the 
formation of the eleanor roosevelt institute for cancer 
research. the concept was that to understand and eventu-
ally cure cancer would require a multidisciplinary approach 
not constrained along disciplinary lines. in this endeavor he 
was aided immensely by the support of matthew rosenhaus, 
president and chair of J. B. Williams company. the name 
came about because the rosenhaus and roosevelt families 
had been acquainted for many years, and matthew asked for 
and received mrs. roosevelt’s permission to use her name. 
for many years the institute consisted of a single labora-
tory, ted’s. By the early 1970s ted’s success and changing 
conditions allowed the expansion of the institute to include 
other laboratories. i was one of the first of the new faculty 
members of the institute. 

With ted’s support i also became an assistant profes-
sor in the department of Biophysics and Genetics. as new 
faculty we were expected to apply for and obtain grants to 
fund our work, although initially we were all funded from 
ted’s resources. ted suggested that i should apply for an 
r01 from the national institute on aging, which was formed 
in 197�. i was successful in this and received what i believe 
to be one of the first grants awarded by the nia. ted also 
urged me to apply for a research career development 
award, which was also successful. he suggested that i apply 
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for a Basil o’connor starter grant from the march of dimes. 
i applied for this award and was invited for an interview in 
chicago. at that time i had never flown and was terrified of 
the prospect. at the interview i was told that i was ineligible 
for the award because my salary came from ted’s grant 
funds. i remember the flight back and landing in a raging 
thunderstorm at 10 at night being sure that i was going 
to die. i went to ted the next day and told him about my 
experience, and after some thought, his solution was that 
i should convert the Basil o’connor grant to an investiga-
tor-initiated research grant from the march of dimes. i was 
really skeptical of this approach but went ahead, and was 
successful with this application as well. this would not have 
happened without ted’s encouragement and sage advice. 
so by 197� because of ted’s encouragement and advice, i 
had my own well-funded laboratory at the eleanor roosevelt 
institute and the department of Biophysics and Genetics at 
the university of colorado medical school. 

funding was not always so abundant. i remember well 
ted’s attitude when the young (or sometimes not so young) 
faculty of the institute or department would complain about 
lack of funds. he consistently had two comments: “anyone 
can do science with money” and “When all else fails, the lord 
will provide.” after hearing the first comment for several 
years, i finally responded, “i would like to try it that way.” 
as i recall, i never heard that comment again. With regard 
to the second comment, it was usually not the lord that 
provided funding when times were tight, but ted. 

ted gave his students and fellows a remarkable degree of 
freedom. some interpreted this as disinterest in their work, 
but my own experience was much different. ted always had 
not only sage advice regarding research directions but also 
insights into experimental details and interpretation. even 
before i had faculty status, i essentially had my own laboratory, 
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with a great deal of freedom. having my own lab brought 
some interesting responsibilities. one day in the spring of 
197� ted introduced me to a young medical student and 
asked me to discuss with him the possibility of his spending 
a summer doing research in my lab. i thought he was very 
bright and so he joined the laboratory. the young man was 
Bob nussbaum. Bob learned the basic methods of tissue 
culture and somatic cell genetics during that summer and 
fall. later he described to me a lunch with ted at hoover’s 
restaurant, then across the street from the lab, at which ted 
explained to Bob how to derive kill curves of cultured cells 
based on the poisson distribution. Bob remembers ted say-
ing, “you know what that is, don’t you?” as Bob told me, “of 
course the entire episode was rendered even more exciting 
by the fact that i ultimately intended to make him (ted) 
my father-in-law and i realized quite early that if i flunked 
the poisson distribution test, i was very likely never to attain 
that goal.” Bob is now holly smith distinguished professor 
in medicine and chief of medical genetics at the university 
of california, san francisco, and the husband of Jennifer 
puck, m.d., professor, department of pediatrics and insti-
tute for human Genetics, ucsf. that summer in my lab was 
Bob’s first experience in biomedical research, but at least as 
influential were his interactions with ted, even discounting 
the role of future father-in-law. incidentally, ted was the 
only person i knew who could sign for lunch at hoover’s, 
a restaurant where we often had lunch to discuss science, 
education, politics, and basically any topic. unfortunately 
hoover’s, long a landmark in the medical school area of 
denver, no longer exists.

i certainly resonated with Bob’s experience. on one of 
my first days in ted’s laboratory he took another postdoc 
and me to coffee, not at hoover’s but in the university of 
colorado medical school cafeteria. as soon as we sat down 
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after getting our coffee, ted started the discussion by ask-
ing, as far as i could tell out of the blue, “do either of you 
know how a microwave works?” fortunately the other post-
doc answered immediately and correctly, because i had no 
idea. of course, i was not courting one of ted’s daughters, 
so perhaps the stakes weren’t so high for me. 

as ted and i grew closer i was able more and more to 
observe his administrative and development skills as director 
of the institute. it was fascinating to learn from ted about 
scientific administration, leadership, and fund raising, until 
one day in 1978 ted asked me to assume the responsibility of 
the associate directorship of the eleanor roosevelt institute. 
i was somewhat shocked at this, having had absolutely no for-
mal training as an administrator or fund raiser; nevertheless, 
i accepted, feeling that it would be an honor and privilege 
to work with ted in this capacity. it was another turning 
point in my career. ted arranged for me to meet many of 
his friends from outside the world of science, including the 
roosevelts and other members of the board of the institute, 
including matthew rosenhaus, emmett heitler, at that time 
ceo of samsonite, and others. i still maintain contacts with 
the roosevelt family members, two of whom are now on the 
board of the institute, and with Bruce heitler and mattie’s 
son albie, although not as frequently as i would like. By 198� 
i had assumed the position of president of the institute, suc-
ceeding ted, and before him, James roosevelt sr., the oldest 
son of eleanor and franklin roosevelt. in 1988 i became 
scientific director of the institute as well. i like to think that 
my assumption of these duties allowed ted to devote himself 
more completely to his first love, biomedical research.

as chair of the new department of Biophysics at the uni-
versity of colorado medical school, one of ted’s responsibili-
ties was teaching. as usual he threw himself into this effort 
and was very successful. to this day i run into people, often 
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physicians who graduated from the medical school decades 
ago and who, when they learn of my relationship with ted, 
comment with great enthusiasm that he was revered and 
inspiring as a teacher. some of them were in ted’s first class 
of medical students. 

ted thought deeply about education throughout his life, 
both in medical schools and in other venues. in 1962 he 
published an article entitled “special responsibilities of the 
medical school in view of the Biological revolution” (puck, 
1962). the current dean of the university of colorado at 
denver school of medicine credited ted with helping to 
inspire a revision of the medical school curriculum in the 
early 1990s. he was deeply concerned about the teaching of 
science, and indeed of teaching in general, from elementary 
school to the postgraduate level. he was a member of the 
paideia Group, organized by philosopher mortimer adler, 
which considered the state of primary (kindergarten through 
high school) education in the united states, and in 198� 
published The Paideia Program, an educational syllabus in 
which ted in collaboration with donald cowan published 
an essay on the teaching of science in primary and second-
ary school (cowan and puck, 198�). the ideas expressed by 
this group are still influential in education today. he was a 
member of the editorial Board of the Encyclopedia Britannica. 
ted continued to develop his new ideas on the state of sci-
ence and medical education, and general education in the 
weeks before his death. 

ted loved the outdoors and the mountains of colorado, 
and often spent many weeks during the summer in aspen, 
where he played an active role in the aspen institute, origi-
nally known as the aspen institute for humanistic studies. 
ted helped establish the Given institute, originally the Given 
institute for pathobiology, a conference center in aspen, 
colorado, in 1972. it was originally dedicated to biomedical 
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science conferences, although its mission has expanded since 
then. ted organized some of the first scientific meetings at 
the Given institute in aspen and made sure that no scientific 
sessions were scheduled in the afternoons. during this “free” 
time, he organized hikes in the mountains around aspen for 
the conference participants and their families. many of the 
world’s most renowned scientists took advantage of ted’s 
abilities as a hiking guide. often the most advanced scientific 
ideas and hypotheses of the day were discussed and refined 
on these hikes. i had the good fortune to participate in many 
of these activities, and they were a great inspiration. 

at my very first aspen conference, however, the tone was 
actually very depressing. many of the speakers, renowned ex-
perts in their fields, seemed almost burned out, not knowing 
where their field was headed. ted’s response was “be bold, 
creative, think more broadly. this is the most exciting time 
in science.” he never lost this attitude of infectious optimism 
about science. he worked with unflagging enthusiasm until 
the very end of his life. only a few days before his death 
ted, sharon Graw, and i began a new collaboration based 
on his method to detect extremely low doses of environmen-
tal agents that can cause mutations leading to cancer. this 
project is completely consistent with his early, successful ef-
forts to find the true lethal dose of radiation and to warn of 
its harmful effects. ted’s thoughts on this new collaboration 
were representative of the way he lived his entire scientific 
life of over 60 years: “this is the most exciting time in sci-
ence. there is so much to do!” 
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